INTRODUCTION
"What the h---kind of program do you have there?" --the intercom blasted forth, the sound distorted by the intensity of the shout. It was the chief computer operator in Test Control (as the standard control area for the Whirlwind I Computer was called) calling me in great agitation. I couldn't reply at once, for I was some twelve feet away from the loudspeaker of the E31 console --in the far back corner of the secret and darkened Room 222 of the Barta ?uilding at MIT. I was hunched over a 16 inch oscilloscope called the Area Discriminator.
It was mounted vertically in a box on the floor, so its face made a horizontal flat surface. Adhered to the tip of my moving finger was a bright, glowing displayed spot of blue-white light, about 1/4 inch square.
I was in the process of writing my name into the computer with that spot --freehand.
It was sometime in the Fall of 1954.
It was one of the few programs I ever wrote that worked the first time.
I remember that I dreamed it up on a long flight back from Texas, which must have been at most a few days earlier.
Fewer than 200 instructions were required, and the hardest part was understanding the octal constants that calibrated the scope display coordinates.
1.1
My Sources This is my second foray into the tribulations of writing (rather than making) hi §tory.
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Conference June 1-3, 1978 in Los Angeles. (Ross 1977) As was the case for that paper, I have taken as my primary source my extensive personal collection of archival working papers, reports, and records which I have retained over the years, and I have attempted to include only observations I can directly support from these records. Unfortunately I am less sure than was the case for APT, whether or not my current story is complete, however, for the early portions hinge on older material that is less organized and perhaps less complete. I say "perhaps", because I cannot determine whether certain materials I remember seeing are missing, or merely are misplaced.
At one point in SofTech's impecunious past, rather than buying needed file cabinets, all of my historic files were without my knowledge summarily crammed into a large number of storage boxes whose length dimension was more than one file drawer. I still have not been able to retrace what was where, as useful chinks in the boxes were filled here and there by segments of unrelated files! In later years I may be able to fill in more details, as relevant portions come to light, but even so, what I have found already yields an engrossing trail.
As in the APT history paper, to provide concise reference to the materials in my files (which ultimately will reside in the MIT Archives) without spelling out each item I have used the following condensed notation: [C540123] means "correspondence 1954 January 23"; [R56123] means "daily resume (a form of personal professional diary) 1956 December 3"; and [WW2Q55plO] means "Whirlwind I Quarterly Report Second Quarter, 1955 --page lO", see (Project Whirlwind 1952 -1957 in the list of of References.
1.2
"The Theme I am not a historian at all, and can't bring myself to write a straightforward (dull) recounting of events.
For these stories from the past I feel I must have a theme to provide some perspective. Also, by writing in the first person, I can try to give some of the feel of the times in ways that I hope add interest. But also I think such a style allows a more accurate interpretation of what actually was in the air as the documented events took place, even though surely all that is written is biased by recollections, as well.
I take the unique event of the first hand-drawn input to a computer as the starting point of my theme for this paper --that The Personal Work Station as a working reali~ (rather than a speculative idea) did have a recognizable era of beginning more than thirty years ago.
Like the present era, where the physical and performance characteristics of the work station aspect of the PWS are so essential, the fact that Whirlwind had the Area Discriminator scope was an essential ingredient of my successful program. But my theme is much sharper than that, and in a sense even contradicts the natural emphasis on the work station characteristics which dominates mot ~T~'g on the topic. My real theme is that it is the revolution in personal worR (i.~. explicitly the PW, rather than the WS, of the PWS) that was t and is even more so today r what is important.
(This also is why, throughout this paper I purposely spell PWS with three words rather than the accepted (correct) two --to stress my view.) I hope to show that from the very beginning, the changes in personal working style, made possible by the idea that man and machine can share in the problem-solving process, is what makes the Personal Work Station idea a unique and valuable departure from the customary view of using computers. With the PWS idea, the computer becomes a partner not a mere tool.
And to integrate and actually realize this PW and WS idea, requires a systematized treatment of the software that links man to machine.
That is the third component of my theme.
Overview
In the time available to me, I can trace only the beginnings of this theme.
As was the case with the APT story, I find that my records show that this PWS story breaks "naturally into a number of overlapping but nonetheless distinct h1~1~h during which the focus of attention ted first one and then another and then another aspect of the overall subject." (Ross 1977, p. 282.) The first period covers my introduction to Whirlwind and programming, in the Summer of 1952, and brings out that even with all its rooms full of equipment in its own building at MIT, Whirlwind was a miniscule microcomputer by today's standards for personal work station capacity.
And to start with, Whirlwind lacked some needed features, as well.
The second period, from August 1952 through August i953, saw the flexibility and capacity of Whirlwind expanded, as facilities geared up for the focus on the development of the Cape Cod System --the R&D base that led to the full-scale development of the SAGE Air Defense System by Lincoln Laboratory. (Redmond and Smith, Most of the environmental equipment for PWS evolution now was present, but my available records don't indicate whether or not I yet had discovered the wonders of the mysterious Room 222.
In any case, well before the Summer of 1954, during the third period when I completed my Masters thesis (Ross 1954b ) and our work on Large Scale Data Reduction programs (Ross 1953b) actually got under way (which was the driving force for my own insights and endeavors), I did gain access to the classified areas of the Barta Building and knew that we simply had to incorporate the marvels of manual intervention (or MIV as it was then called) into our System capab~ity.
The problem was that I didn't know how to program for all that equipment.
The problem was solved in the fourth Be1~W(June 1954 through early 1955) by hiring olf from Lincoln Lab. Bill had done some of the early MIV programming for Lincoln.
His early departure forced me to learn what I needed to know as I completely rewrote his code to conform to my plans, which were more general than Lincoln's use of the same WS equipment. This also, of course, was the period when I wrote the Scope Input program. (Ross 1954d) Another innovation triggered by my needs was the creation of the Director Tape utility program [WWJQ54p7] --the first real Operating System command language system (to use present-day terms)
to eliminate the computer operator function for my elaborate, multi-tape runs.
By the third quarter of 1954 my plans for MIV use were quite general and well developed.
The fifth period focuses on the preparations for and delivery of two Servo Lab symposia at MIT. The first, held on March 8 and 9, 1955 on "Design and Evaluation of Bomber Fire-Control Systems"
(MIT Servo Lab 1955) covered our project's entire hardware and software system for complex system testing. The second, on June 1 and 2, 1955, covered just the MIV-controlled Data Reduction Methods. (Ward and Ross 1955) Both symposia demonstrated the newtechniques to large groups from outside MIT.
My PWS ideas were now a working reality, in this particular setting.
The sixth period concerns my first professional paper, Gestalt Programming:
A New Concept in Automatic Programming (Ross 1956b) which I presented as the opening paper at the Western Joint Computer Conference in Los Angeles, February 7, 1956 . (WJCC 1956) I actually had proposed the paper in November 1955, [C551117, to B.J. Bennett, Prog. Chrm.] and had presented a preliminary version at MIT on January ii, 1956, [C56015] but as I recount here, it was a long process to arrive at a reasonable formulation of the ideas in acceptable form, at the beginning.
I consider that paper to be my own definitive statement of the PW theme of this current PWS paper, but written at that earlier time.
The seventh period actually overlaps periods two through six, in time, for it concerns the long period when, with John Ward and others on the Fire-Control System Evaluation Project, we formulated, proposed, designed, and then assisted in the installation of a fullscale Charactron-based MIV Console for the Univac ll03 computer at Eglin Field Air Force Base in Florida for the evaluation of the B-58 "Hustler" supersonic bomber tail turret. ) That the actual testing would be done at Eglif, had been known since at least early 1954.
I had done a special Charactron demo for the June 1955 symposium, and the MIV console itself finally was installed in 1957.
[C571024, J.E. Ward to J.L. Moser, Stromberg Carlson] The Whirlwind facilities were duplicated, and their actual circuit drawings were used in the design, thanks to Lincoln Lab cooperation.
Even the Whirlwind setup was not complete as yet, however, and the eighth period mentions briefly my proposal (March 1956 ) (Ross 1956d) for direct Flexowriter keyboard input to Whirlwind to complete our MIV facilities. Until that time, the Whirlwind Flexowriters had been hooked up and used only for printed (or punched) output and only punched tape input. Barriers to the Gestalt Programming concept, both conceptual and physical, were very high in those days, and even when the Flexo Input was available, its use was a far cry from the central role that keyboards play in today's PWS and word processing practice.
We lacked the computing capacity for full on-line keyboard use.
The Flexo Input was just one part of the facilities incorporated into the SLURP System (Servo Lab Utility Routine Programs) for large-scale, experimental program development (Ross 1958 Pat and I had been married the previous January, and she was the first of a group of "computers" hired by Lincoln Laboratory (Badge No. 161) which was just getting under way --performing calculation and graphing assignments for the engineers, using Marchant desk calculators.
One of her assignments involved using a mechanical correlation computer, designed by Norbert Weiner, which was in use in the Servomechanisms Laboratory at MIT. (Ward 1954 ) When I needed a summer job for 1952, I applied to the Servo Lab, and was hired also as a "computer".
One of my first jobs involved checking some anomalous points that had been obtained on that mechanical correlator, and someone suggested that I see if Whirlwind could be used, for they knew that Jack Arnow had written such a program.
Jack later founded Interactive Data Corporation (now part of Chase Manhattan Bank) as one of the early timesharing service companies. Before I could complete the debugging of my rather elaborate program (which later was used in many projects and theses by others) Whirlwind was completely shutdown from August ll through August 30, 1952! [WW3Q52p6] I used the time to write a matching Fourier Transform program so that power density spectra could be computed (which also was widely used, and formed the basis for an improved program for my own Master's thesis in 1954).
The reason for the shutdown is the real s t a r t i n g point for my PWS theme --for in that period the e n t i r e i n p u t / output system for Whirlwind was drastically modified to provide the elaborate hardware facilities needed for Whirlwind's new and primary Lincoln Lab mission --high priority development of an air defense system for the United States and North America.
The
Whirlwind order code (of 52 instruction types, maximum) was revised so that • , so, r d, r c, hi, and b_o for "select nput", "select output", "read", "record", "block in", and "block out" could be used for any one of a large number of input/output lines to which analog scopes, mechanical switches, "activate" (one-shot) pushbuttons, indicator lights, and magnetic drums could be attached. The mechanisms for general manual intervention in the running of programs were at hand.
Only the barest essentials trickled out to the programmers of the user problems.
Most of the subsequent construction took place behind the locked, green, 
Project Background
The Air Force-sponsored project headed by John Ward was concerned with the test and evaluation of the accuracy and performance of airborne fire-control systems --specifically servo-controlled tail turrets in bombers. The autocorrelation and Fourier transform programs were part of the study of radar noise analysis. I was the only mathematician in the Laboratory, and one reason for hiring me was that a new form of Air-Mass Ballistic Tables had just been developed, (Nielsen and Heyda 1951, p. 9 ) more accurate than the old tables which had been developed for ground artillery and required extensive compensation to account for rapid movement through rarified air.
My first major assignment (November 1952) was to see how these new tables could be used for the evaluation problem.
By January 12, 1955 I had a complete data flow diagram (Ross 1953a) for hit probability density calculations based on fourteen measured inputs, and using vector calculations well suited to the three-dimensional problem and J ,i m Room 222 of Cape Cod System. Closest two airmen with backs to camera are at E31 Console (right) and adjacent console (left) used for Gestalt Programming. Directly beyond them is tripod and box of the Area Discriminator light cannon. Originally walls were black. Indirect eeiUnff lamps had red bulbs for system operation. (2119/54) digital computing. With further elaboration and refinement over the next five years, the complexity of actually programming and operating this solution for production data reduction (Ross 1953b) With  the  feasibility  of  the  digital  computer  data  reduction  established,  attention  focused on  digital  instrumentation  (primarily  shaft  encoders to convert selsyn-repeated analog quantities into Gray-coded binary) for recording on a flyable magnetic tape that then could automatically be read into the data reduction computer on the ground.
(Telemetry was too unreliable in those days to risk on such an expensive program.) By 1954 our efforts were targeted toward meeting the needs for evaluation of the XMD-7 Fire Control System being built by Emerson Electric for the secret supersonic B-58 "Hustler" Bomber.
The B-58 was not yet ready, so the program was called "Pre-B-58", and tests were run with the B-47 in the beginning. (MIT Servo Lab 1958) It was the most sophisticated test program of its time, and cost over $10,000 per flight hour, just for the aircraft, I believe.
By the Spring of 1953, programming was complete for the autocorrelation functions and work had begun on a Polynomial Fit program (Ross 1954c) to place the ballistics tables in computable form.
By the summer, an elaborate Mistake Diagnosis Routine (MDR), (Ross 1953c) which allowed breakpoints to be set in an arbitrary program, with intermediate results saved for printout or displayed on the camera scope, was written and disclosed that the interpretive floating point arithmetic routines of the Whirlwind Comprehensive System (CS) were inaccurate, so they were repaired, to everybody's benefit.
[WW4Q5~p25andpll] The MDR played a continuing role in our experimental programming environment, especially when it later was placed under MIV control.
In But by the Summer of 1954 the programming stage was set for our first serious use of manual intervention techniques in our work.
2.3
Hardware Background
To complete the stage-setting for the Scope Input coup, I will give the following synposis of Whirlwind hardware developments during the corresponding period. In the Summer of 1952, when I started to program on Whirlwind, it had only 1024 words of electrostatic storage (ES) of 16 bits each, and operated at the thenblinding speed of 20,000 operations per second (hence its name).
[WW3Q52p4] In those days we used both audio and visual aids in the debugging of programs. Originally, a scope in Test Control duplicated the X-Y deflections of the ES tubes' storage matrix so that the loop structure of programs could be seen, in action. The more often a loop body was executed, the brighter its trace. The audio aid consisted of a loudspeaker attached to a digit (I believe was digit 13 of the Accumulator) so that every time its binary state changed from a 1 to a 0 or back, a beep was heard.
The execution rate of program instructions was such that loops of different lengths made tweedly tones up and down the scale, so that you could hear the various phases of the program taking place.
After the shutdown and changeover to the new I/0 system in August, 1952 Other programs sometimes gave trouble, too, but mine showed the problem to be that its tightest calculating loop fell in a group of registers which happened to fall in one corner of the square matrix of storage locations. The spherical pattern of the ES tube's holding gun (which uniformly, but with inverse square law fall-off, sprayed the entire storage surface with electrons to compensate for leakage) couldn't be adjusted for the corners without upsetting the center of the matrix, when adjacent bits were accessed so rapidly. The engineers solved the problem by changing the diode pattern of the X-Y decoders so that consecutive words were randomly scattered around the square matrix, so that even tight loops were geographically dispersed.
[WW4Q52p6] My program, with a short data tape, was added to the regular maintenance test suite used for ES adjustment and checkout, and the ES memory trace scope was no longer useful for debugging, since loops didn't show clearly.
In the meantime, however, many Whirlwind programs made use of the 16 inch display scopes, and Test Control had two of them mounted high up on a rack.
The lower one had a 35 mm camera under computer control, for making photographic records, and the upper one could have all 16 analog display lines ganged together to serve as a monitor check on whatever program was running. Thus the normal operational milieu for the computer operators still had the full audio/visual complex of lights, scope, and loudspeaker.
When a strange sound pattern occurred, the reflex action was to glance at the monitor scope, and then start to examine the indicator lights to gauge roughly by brightness where the program was operating in memory or was the accumulator stuck in some repeating pattern, etc. That's what the operators had done, when I got that loud, panic call over the intercom.
There were more than a dozen other scopes in the cavernous black-painted, shrouded Room 222, eerily lit by dark red light.
All except the Area Discriminator scope were mounted at a slant, surrounded by banks of push buttons and indicator lights in several styles of interactive consoles for the various personnel needed to perform the many functions of airplane tracking and control of the air defense mission. The most elaborate was the E31 Console of the Combat Data Director, which in addition to its elaborate set of buttons and lights, duplicated the essential master controls for Whirlwind, so that the entire complex could be controlled from that station, bypassing the normal operations of the master Test Control in the main computer room.
But I, of course, had no knowledge of any of this, yet --it was all very hush hush, and you needed special security clearance and a need to know to even take a peek.
My records don't show when it happened, but sometime in 1953 or early 1954 arrangements finally were made with Lincoln Lab to allow John Ward and me to be introduced to the enticing Room 222. I can still remember that first walk through the black-cloth-draped entryway into the red-lit, darkened room just filled with greenglowing scopes and orange-red neon indicator lights. Neat! Just what we could use to obtain mastery over the behemoth Evaluation Program, for whose complexity I already had a growing respect.
The functioning of the various parts of the Cape Cod System were explained to us (although it was only later that we saw an actual test run with planes being tracked by the operators, etc.).
It was clear that the E31 console, With part of an adjacent console, would be the best control station (PWS~) for general purposes, since the full complex of capabilities (including light gun and more buttons on an adjacent console) was available there along with The Area Discriminator almost got lost in the shuffle.
I now will give a complete description of it.
All the other scopes were mounted in consoles with switches, buttons, and light gun for manual intervention. The Whirlwind light gun was shaped like a backwards pistol, with a sight close to your trigger finger knuckle and a wire coming out of a barrel which extended back over your hand.
The barrel contained a photo-multipler tube, and the wire connected to an si line of the computer.
If a displayed spot was in the sight when the trigger was pulled, that would set an activate bit (one-time, read-only) so that a suitable si, rd sequence following the si, rc that displayed the spot (but before any other spot was displayed) said that the operator had selected that spot from all the others in the display.
This was used to assign tracking functions to radar blips which were returns from airplanes.
The Area Discriminator had no buttons, lights, or anything for human intervention.
It simply sat in a large box in the back corner of the room. Mounted on the box was a tripod which supported a smaller box with no bottom, so that it was suspended about 18 inches over the horizontal scope face surface.
This was the Light Cannon --a photomultiplier tube mounted so that it viewed the whole scope face and could be sl, rd read for any spot in the display. When we saw it in the Cape Cod System use, a large circular piece of dark yellow plexiglass had been laid down, centered over the scope face so that only a narrow annular ring around the edge of the scope was open to the Light Cannon's view. The yellow filtered out the blue phosphor flash of any displayed points, so the Cannon was blind to all central display activity, but any fresh radar tracks crossing the perimeter could be seen and could be brought to the attention of the Track Initiator/Monitor operator for light gun tracking. This is why it was called "the Area Discriminator", and with the plexiglass disk in place, it actually was an analog computing element component of the Cape Cod System.
2.4
Software Background
My guess is that our tour of Room 222 probably was sometime in the Spring of 1954, for the three 16" scopes mentioned in the fourth quarter 1952 Whirlwind Quarterly Report (at the time of the I/O shutdown) had grown to more than twenty, and I think all the Cape Cod consoles were complete at the time.
In any case, I had my thesis to finish, Dick Turyn who had been programming on the Evaluation Program was leaving so I needed a replacement, and we needed to learn the ins and outs of Room 222 programming. Therefore we hired Bill Wolf from Lincoln Lab, solving several problems at once. He came in June 1954, but stayed only about six months, (MIT Servo Lab 1952 when he left to go into consulting for himself.
Later he formed Wolf Research and Development Corp., which acquired Whirlwind itself, under Navy sponsorship, when Lincoln and MIT had no further use for it. (Redmond and Smith 1980, p. 224) Wolf R&D also had the first facilities contract to run NASA Houston computers, I believe.
I guess I'd have to say that Bill was a better businessman than programmer.
He did a fine job for me, writing a basic set of programs to use all the functions of the E31 console and a program to display large, fat letters on the scope, big enough to be directly read from the 35 mm film so that we could frame our classified results with "CONFIDENTIAL -SERVO LAB -CONFIDENTIAL" before and after our plots and displays. (Wolf 1954) But the programming style was very tangled and hard to follow (and I suppose not atypical of the code of other Lincoln people who were learning to master the tricks of this new manual intervention trade, for that was a major reason I hired him). Bill's code was far from debugged when he oct the wanderlust.
I hadn't been working closely enough with him to know what I was getting into, but I said I'd finish the debugging because that would give me the education I'd wanted anyhow. So off he went to make his fortune.
Almost immediately I saw that I would have to completely rewrite and replace Bill's work, and proceeded to do so.
Many features of modularity, flexibility, robustness, and generality were needed, in order to match my growing vision of what general MIV (i.e. the PW functionality of PWS) was to be all about. Without Bill's efforts to critique, many of these aspects (which I certainly had not articulated beforehand as specifications) would not have occurred to me until much later. Also some basic principles of NIV programming (that I have seen violated repeatedly in the '70s and '80s as the microcomputer age programmers have re-encountered and reinvented those 30-year old phenomena) showed up in my critique of Bill's code. For example, he had the si, rd to read a switch directly at the point-of-use in the program flow, throughout. I structured separate read cycles and stored the switch settings in program variables.
Not only did this make the overall program better structured, but it also meant that anything that could be done manually also could be done automatically, because actual program control came from the stored variables, not from the switches themselves.
This feature made possible our log and playback of manual actions as well as test simulations.
Director Tapes
It was while I was first reading, with some understanding, about the complete set of si capabilities of Whirlwind (including the Lincoln Lab-only portions, previously unknown to me) that I discovered that the mechanical tape reader of the Test Control Flexowriter was still operable, even though there always had been a photoelectric tape reader (PETR) since I had been around.
Although the print mechanism of the Flexowriter had been in daily use all along, for operator communication, and the direct tape punch recorded some logging information, the tape reader had no current use. The number of separate tapes and the complexity of operator instructions for our Evaluation Program runs was getting so bad that I suggested to John Frankovich and Frank Helwig (on the Digital Computer Lab staff) that the Whirlwind utilities should be expanded to put all these instructions on a tape that the mechanical reader could read, while the main tapes were read in by the much faster PETR.
It Bill Wolf still was trying to really get his programming under way, but various test runs were being made by both him and me in Room 222. So I knew just enough to write the program.
Perhaps triggered by the Dallas discussion about all the things that could go wrong with getting flight data from the plane into the computer via a crude tape system, I envisioned patching up bad spots in a plot of the input data, free hand. We already had had enough experience with the Polynomial Fit and a Lagrange Interpolation programs that had been written in preparation for the Evaluation Program, that I didn't trust any analytic methods.
As the earliest written reference I have found so far (Fourth Quarter 1954) says: "A 'scope input' routine has been written which gives a type of two-dimensional analog input to the Whirlwind computer.
The principle of the program is similar to the 'flying spot scanners' used on analog computers. The equipment used is a 16-inch oscilloscope under the control of the computer with a photocell mounted so that its field of view is the entire scope face. Then by programming a flying spot and asking whether or not the photocell 'saw' the spot, the program can be made to follow an opaque pointer as it is moved in a random fashion over the face of the scope. Since the program displays the spot by digital coordinates, the tracking of the pointer constitutes analog input to the computer." The Scope Input program is quite simple and direct.
The tracking function itself consists of a tight loop that displays a 5 x 5 square array of close-spaced dots, left to right, top to bottom, interrogating the light cannon after the display of each dot. If a dot is not seen, the array is recentered on that location and the cycle is restarted from the top left corner again.
Otherwise the next dot in sequence is displayed and tested. The cycle is so fast that the array can track even quite fast motions of an opaque pointer --catching up to a new position before it can get very far.
Modified parameters of the same logic allow the pointer position to be located initially. A wide-spaced 32 x 32 array covering the entire scope face zeros in by successive half-spacing until the tracking array can take over. Since the pointer is hand held, at least the hand will be caught by the initial spacing. This two-mode program was the full extent of the initial Scope Input program, for the intent was merely to demonstrate the tracking principle.
On that fateful afternoon, I set up the Scope Input tape in the PETR, bid the operators adieu without saying anything special, and went off to Room 222 by myself. As I approached the ES1 console in the middle of the room, about to lay down my papers on its narrow desk I gasped. The restart button was there on the console, but the Area Discriminator was 12 feet away in the corner! Would I have to call for operator help after all?
Suddenly it dawned on me! The top-to-bottom, left-to-right logic of the scan meant that my tracking cycle actually was a maximum-seeker-from-the-leftl
In other words, whatever shape made the shadow, my spot would rush up its left edge as fast as possible --and then (by the logic) would get stuck at the very top, because it couldn't track downhill! I saw that that was why I expected it to track at all.
With that insight, my problem was solved. All of our work was done on pads of yellow paper (opaque to the Ozalid copying process). I merely tore off a blank sheet as I went over to the Area Discriminator to remove the plexiglass disk.
In its place, I laid down my sheet of paper, reuchly at a 45 degree angle.
I went back to the E31 console and pressed the restart button. The lights indicated that Whirlwind was running. Was my program in a loop? You bet it was. As I approached the Area Discriminator I could see something was happening. There on the top corner of that piece of paper was a bright spot. The loop was my display loop. So far so good.
Very cautiously I snuck the index finger of my right hand up the yellow gage, staying ~n its shadow. Then very gently I used my left hand to slip the paper out from underneath --and sure enough, the spot remained --but now stuck on my finger. I started to write. That's what got the operator's attention in the con~ room. The almost-random tracking recycling made a rasping sound on the loudspeaker, and that's what first got their attention.
The rest is history.
I haven't found the original Scope Input program in my papers, but I do have the version used in the Symposia the following year. (Ross 1954d) (I now realize that I could have simplified the program still further, by using the left-edge-following feature to switch into tracking immediately from the first start-up dot, not seen. Then both the half-spacing logic and the initialization for full 32 x 32 spacing could have been eliminated.) Later I had our model shop make an automatic remote buttonpusher, since I wasn't allowed to tamper with any of the Whirlwind wiring.
A hand-held pushbutton on a long cord activated a solenoid mounted on a bracket held in place by a loosened framing screw of the E31 console frame, so that the Restart button could be pushed remotely from the Area Discriminator area.
A wheeled dolly held a power supply for the solenoid, and plugged into a 110 volt outlet. It worked, and our delicate and unique relationship with Lincoln Lab regarding use of the equipment was undisturbed. All I had to negotiate was a place to park the dolly between runs! We never got around to actually using the Scope Input program for anything, however. I didn't need it for patching our Whirlwind test data for the Evaluation Program, and for some unknown reason we didn't specify a light cannon for the Eglin Field ll03 Charactron console. We did make a light cannon for the IBM 704 and 709 computers at MIT, but again it only was used for a study of various light pen and other tracking studies in 1960, for the Computer-Aided Design Project. (Ross and Ward 1961) I never was successful in interesting anyone to make a generalized shape reader, which could easily be constructed just by changing the sequencing of the 5 x 5 tracking array (to seek minimum from the right, etc.). So in its historical setting, my Scope Input program was merely an interesting demonstration piece that the crowds loved, but was a bit before its time.
Section 3 PRACTICE
The pieces all now were in place.
I could actually practice the new MIV techniques in conjunction with the Evaluation Program. I also could practice talking about what was new and exciting about this intimate coupling of man and machine.
3.1
The First Symposium (March 1955) In any project, a point is reached when it is necessary and appropriate to demonstrate some initial results to the outside world. The first day covered various engineering matters, mostly concerned with the servo dynamics of a new hydraulic antenna drive, and ended with demonstration of the drive, and (for added interest) the numerically controlled milling machine in Servo Lab.
The second day covered evaluation.
John Ward presented our philosophy of evaluation, 3ohn Brean the concept of digital instrumentation, and I presented the air-mass-based evaluation analysis and MIV-based data reduction programming.
In Other than an Agenda and the Visitor's List, there seems to have been no handouts for the symposium.
I have a draft copy for some glass slides, an outline of my talk, and a cardboard cutout of a fighter aircraft profile which was placed on the Area Discriminator scope, so the light cannon could talley hits on the target according to the calculated projectile position.
(We used actual test data from Project Hornet, an earlier test program carried out by Emerson Electric for the B-52.)
The complexity of the Data Reduction show is indicated by my detailed instructions (dated 318155 for the demo the next day!) for preparing the ROSS DEM. Director Tape.
(Ross 1955a) Although I no longer can decipher the director tape language, there are well over lO0 operations encoded --loading tape segments onto the drum, executing initialization sections, calling up individual programs and executing them --all of which would have had to be carried out flawlessly by the operator, without the director tape feature.
(As a matter of fact, I had pre-loaded my paper tapes onto one of Whirlwind's magnetic tape units, for director-tape-controlled loading. The first time it worked fine, but for the second group of people the magnetic tape unit broke down! I handed the microphone to John Ward to fill the gap as best as he could, ran downstairs to the tape room files, rushed back with an armful of disjointed tapes in boxes, and with the help of the operator (probably Joe Thompson, who was the bestS) managed to complete the second demo, breathlessly but in full.
So we did it both ways~) Every scope in every console in Room 222 duplicated the displays I was demonstrating at the E31 console, so everybody had a good view. On request, pertinent variables could be monitored in numerical form, the geometry of the encounter could be shown (including firing pattern, measured through the airplane cutout for the Light Cannon), and elaborate, calibrated and labelled plots of all functions could be selected.
I also showed the Scope Input capability, as well,
The actual demo lasted about half an hour.
Another interesting tidbit about the demonstration is the following quote from the First Ouarter 1955 Whirlwind Progress Report:
[WWlQ55p56] "With the present logic the program demonstrated at the symposium had only five registers unused out of a total of about 3,500 actual program instructions. The new logic will be limited only by the drum capacity of the computer and will be more efficient as well." This documents what I remember as a previous panic point in the preparations.
The final assignment of Group Control drum and core addresses came out to be almost 40 registers too big! Only by changing the words labelling the scope plots to abbreviations ("AZ" for "AZIMUTH", etc.) was I able to achieve that tight fit in the nick of time! It was the then-very-secret first launching pad for the Atlas missile, just being built.
The response to the MlV-controlled data reduction in our own March symposium had been so great that we were requested to put on another show on just that topic. On May 2, 1955 John Ward issued an invitation to a Symposium on Data Reduction to beheld at MIT, Dune 1 and 2, 1955. (Ward 1955 
3.3
The Second Symposium (June 1955)
Three days later (and only one week before the symposium --things moved fast, in those days), John Ward invited Pat Youtz (who had led all the Whirlwind work on the ES memory tubes, and now was in charge of SAGE display work) to "describe to the people at our data reduction symposium just what can be done in the near future in the way of input-output." His letter goes on:
permission to use the MTC and Doug Ross has written a special display program to put the charactron through its paces.
"It seems to us that if any equipment design is undertaken by ERA that the charactron should be used as the basis for design, and we would greatly appreciate any help you or your group could give us in showing our visitors what the charactron looks like and perhaps your manufacturing and test operation. We have taken the liberty of tentatively scheduling this material on Thursday, June second, as an adjunct to the MTC demonstration at 2:00 p.m.
I am sending this to you so that you can think about the business a little and I will call you Tuesday to see if we can make some final arrangements. We would be most grateful for any assistance you could give us in convincing our visitors of the current feasibility of charactron type displays.
I am enclosing a brief list of the organizations who will be present at the symposium." [C55527 JEW to Youtz] Pat did indeed pitch in, and both the Charactron and the Memotron (a smaller storage tube version) were included in the June 2, Lincoln Lab visit.
"As you may know we are doing data reduction studies for the Air Force and have developed techniques on Whirlwind using the scope and intervention that are a great improvement over any other techniques in use at present.
We are building digital instrumentation for a forthcoming field test which will be evaluated on the ERA i103 at Eglin Field, Florida, and the primary purpose of this meeting is to get the Eglin Field people and the ERA people together and show them what we have accomplished with Bob Weiser's attachments to Whirlwind, with the hope that they will get inspired to obtain similar equipment.
We would therefore like to put on as good a show as possible and that is why we would like to show the charactron tubes in operation.
We have (1) Convair (3) Davies (0) (1) We never had further contact with the FEtrick Air Force Base people, but some years later the Sputnik era and NASA TV coverage showed elaborate Mission Control facilities in full bloom. I like to think our earlier efforts at least had some influence on those crucial developments.
Section 4

GESTALT PROGRAMMI NG
The response to the two M.I.T. symposia and the clarification in my own mind that what we were building was indeed a new way to use computers prompted me to make this the topic of what would be my first professional paper. Even though all of Whirlwind may seem too huge to be a PWS, my view was and is that the PW aspect dominated the WS reality then available, so the theme of that paper and this paper is valid. If the words were not crossed out, the paper could be about a systematic way to program --a school of style --or (even more specifically) the paper could be about my particular collection of programs constituting e system with that name.
Early Views
In the first two drafts I do use the name "Gestalt System I" in a couple-~'f places. But when I see the cross-out now, I see it as evidence (matching the slant of the words of all drafts of the text) that I always had the generic concept in mind as the subject of the paper. 
Communication from Human to Computer
I remember that from the first rush of insight that so entranced me in that first exciting visit to Room 222 I knew that things would be profoundly different when man and machine were intimately coupled. I always had a broader view than just our data reduction application in mind. The earliest record I find on our use of MIV is in the Third Quarter 1954 Whirlwind report, which is suitably subdued, but also clearly is targeted to experimental programming:
"Work is progressing on another phase of this problem, using auxiliary in-out equipment both as an integral part of the data-reduction programs for monitoring purposes and as an aid to experimenting with improved computational techniques.
Intervention registers and scopes will constitute the working parts of this system with efforts being made to provide the flexibility normally associated with analog computers.
Present work is concerned with the development of routines to decode intervention-register inputs and to utilize various specialized scope outputs. After merging these routines with the data-reduction programs, an elaborate logging scheme, using magnetic-tape output, will be written for permanent records of all operations and interventions during an experimental run. Once we get a new technique developed and proved, we drop it or expand on it to new, more comprehensive work.
"A large part of our efforts go [sic] into developing new techniques and programs to achieve more flexibility in devision [sic] and testing new programs. The MDR report, which is enclosed, is one such program, and is a pretty good example of the kind of programming and philosophy we like to follow. The other special rebort on our Symposium gives some idea of the techniques we're now exploring.
Both reports are now out of date but give the ideas.
"It is really amazing the complexity which arises in making the computer act in these ways, but will be a really nice system when it's done.
We have an intermediate version running now which we demonstrated at the Symposium, but the newest version (almost complete) will run rings around it. The new system is really much more general than we now require but it will essentially allow us to program with programs while the computer is running instead of coding for weeks before a run. And still in the opening paragraph, "automatic coding systems are aimed at easy communication between the human and the computer, whereas a Gestalt system of automatic programming is aimed at easy conversation ..." [a phrasing with which I was particularly pleased, and which I retained in all further drafts]. (Ross 1955d) These are indeed the pertinent ideas, but the later drafts are much more roundabout in approach.
At the time, even ordinary programming was still immature, and there was a complete lack of the common, shared culture we know today. The ideas were very hard to formulate and very hard to assimilate.
The second (November 17) draft (the basis for acceptance of the paper) begins with the following "Introduction:
"In any human endeavor there are three major phases: conception, expression, and execution. Gestalt programming is an attempt to make these three phases as nearly identical to each other as possible with respect to computer programming.
In this paper the word Gestalt is used to mean a concept of a ta~k to be pe~med by a computer.
In a Gestalt system of programming the Gestalt, or idea, is expressed simply and unambiguously in a special language, rather than through the laborious assembling of machine,codes, pseudo-codes, subroutines, etc. Using a Gestalt system, the expression itself in effect ties together integrated units of computer behavior, which function singly or in interrelation, to achieve the desired effect. The purpose of a Gestalt System is to facilitate the transmission of general ideas as in a conversation, between a human and a computer, so that the maximum use of their respective capabilities can be made.
"After presenting the abstract theory of Gestalt Programming this paper discusses several Gestalt Systems in use today at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and describes briefly the types of computer hardware which are best suited to this application." (Ross 1955f) This was retained as the Synopsis for the final paper, but the body was reworked many times. Another complete development says "Consider the launching of the man-made satellite schedule for the coming Geophysical Year," including the suggestion that a "part of the Gestalt Language might be a kind of joy-stick, so that the human could steer the rocket remotely." (Ross 1955e) But I decided that this example would seem too flashy, and instead worked out an example of Automatic Factory Control for the final paper (perhaps a prescient choice, since my soon-to-arrive role in APT was unknown to me then). "The paper on 'Gestalt Programming' by Ross, which opened the session, was a milestone of forward thinking.
It refused to accept the common fallacy that human beings can contribute little when teamed directly with automatic digital computers, and took the position that only the more versatile human mind can, at present, handle some parts of some problems. In the past, many people have noted that, to exploit such a partnership, there is required not merely a satisfactory language for communication from the human to the computer but a language which allows fluent conversation between the human and the computer.
Mr. Ross went beyond mcrely stating this, [I thought it was original with me, at the time~ --D.T.R.] and presented evidence of some serious thinking towards analyzing how such a language ought to be designed. The principles which he stated and the illustrations which he gave of ways to design such a language, and of the hardware which might form the medium for the conversation should go far towards clarifying the problem for future implementation of these ideas ... "Audience participation was distinguished more by quality than quantity.
No more than three of four questions were asked of each speaker.
[Wagner's overall impression of audience was that on the average they probably were not prepared to comprehend the concepts presented. --E.D. Editor] Although these were put by highly competent people, and indicated careful evaluation of the paper, they were aimed more at underlining or amplifying certain points.
In no case did they take violent issue with any of the statements or implications of the speaker, nor did they open up any controversial issues." (Electronic Design 1956) Even the Scientific American expressed an interest in the paper. A suitable summary of my thinking at the time is the following quote from my January 12, 1956 reply to Dennis Flannagan, Editor, enclosing a copy of the paper. Actually I sent the final, TM version --but I still was concerned about its adequacy in expressing my ideas. This probably was my own dissatisfaction with my MIT talk the day before, even though it was very well received.
A few Lincoln people let me know by body-english that they thought I was plagiarizing other people's ideas, however. It was clear that they thought the ideas were important --important enough to let me know their feelings --but I, in turn, saw their upset as evidence that they really didn't see the differences between the specific Cape Cod incorporation of the man in the loop as an engineering necessity, any my generic Gestalt Programming idea.
Somehow I wasn't expressing myself clearly enough, or they wouldn't feel that way, I thought. Hence I wrote to Flannagan: "Since it is not stated too clearly in the present draft, let me try to summarize for you here, what Gestalt Programming is and where it fits into the established computer technology. As computer techniques have developed over the last few years, there has been a growing trend toward more sophisticated methods for connecting the human, who states the problem, to the computer, which is to solve the problem. Out of this trend has come, as a natural consequence of the maturing technology, a desire to use computers for solving problems which cannot be completely specified in terms which the computer can handle. These major trends are united into the general problem of using humans and computers together to solve problems. An analysis of this problem shews that more efficient and natural languages are recuired to bridge between human and computer, and that these languages must operate at the idea or concept level.
In particular, a statement in the language must lead directly to the solution, in the same way that a Gestalt (in the psychological sense) unites at once, basic units into a single entity or pattern. The theory of Gestalt Programming is an attempt to set the initial outlines of the structure of these languages, and to indicate how to construct and use them.
The (And certainly you would be entitled to wonder if Price had heard of your February paper.) "What surprises me still more is that computer experts at I.B.M., Sperry Rand, and Lockheed, who read Price's paper for us, and checked his computations, had not heard of --or at least gave no indication that they had heard of --your work in this area.
"From the beginning our concern was that Price's ideas were too blue skyish for serious presentation.
The world keeps moving faster than Fortune can keep up." [C57327] To which the only comment (valid today, as it was then) is --it does indeed.
Before I address Price's article, there are more items from our own work to be covered.
Section 5
CONSOLE DEVELOPMENTS
With the PW component established, next comes the MS component of my PMS theme.
I can cover here only the earliest developments of what was to be a long term evolution of computer graphics and keyboard language techniques, both hardware and software, well into the 1960s, at MIT.
5.1
Direct Keyboard Inputs
It's funny how memory plays tricks on us. For years I have known that it was at my instigation that direct keyboard input to Whirlwind was installed (beginning the chain of events that eventually led to the Compatible Time Sharing System (CTSS) and Project MAC at MIT in the 1960s).
But at the same time, I thought that all of our MIV and Charactron console design and installation for the Eglin Field ll03 had come after and had been based upon what we already had going on Whirlwind. The records show that I was mistaken. The Whirlwind keyboard proposal actually followed my proposal for the 1103 keyboard.
That came as a surprise to me, when writing this paper. (Ross 1955g ) It recommends that AFAC should procure an additional 4096 registers of magnetic core memory beyond the 1024 electrostatic storage registers that were standard for the ll03, and "that the photoelectric tape reader and the Flexowriter connections be modified", in addition to installation of the "Type 70-A Charactron with photographic facilities under computer control, reported already on order", as well as "the Intervention Switch facilities, reported already on order."
Engineering
Research Associates (ERA) definitely was a company of (outstanding) engineers --not programmers.
I believe the AFAC ll03 was one of two "Serial One" first models of the ERA ll03, (Cohen 1985) and I encountered several features that were good engineering ideas, executed in such a fashion as to make programming and use most awkward. The ll03 had a 36 bit word length, and an "Arithmetic Section" with Accumulator (A of 72 bits), Shifting Register (Q of 36 bits), Exchange Register (X of 36 bits), and two Input-Output Registers (IOA of 8 bits and IOB of 36 bits). The binary form of 7-channel punched paper tape, called "bi-octal", was prepared off-line using a box full of relays with a lO character per second mechanical tape reader on one side and a mechanical tape punch on the other.
A number of empty sockets into which jumper-wired plugs could be inserted allowed the Flexowriter with lOops reader (front) end punch (beck). Keyboard was not used for Whirlwind direct input until summer of 1956, which led to later timesharing projects at MIT.
user to control the tape transformation betweer, the two.
Absolute address assembly language tapes punched on an off-line Flexowriter could be converted to bi-octal with one set of plugs.
We contracted with the MIT Digital Computer Lab to have a WWI-1103 Input Translation program, based on CS, built so that we could write ll03 programs with "flads" (floating addresses) etc., translate them on Whirlwind, fly them to Florida, and debug and use them there.
[WWiQ55p56and79-B1] The ll03 itself had no such software.
I wrote a companion ll03 program, handling only absolute addresses, to support our on-site debugging efforts. (Ross 1955b) For this early machine, things were pretty awkward, the ERA photoelectric tape reader (PETR) could only be started manually, the PETR was connected directly to the Q register, thus entangling the Arithmetic Section unnecessarily, and worst of all, as my memo says: "The bi-octal tape format now in use does not allow the use of programmed checks to insure that the information was read from the tape correctly.
Since the read-in program for reading bi-octal tapes is now wired into the computer, the increased flexibility required to change tape format is not presently available.
"There are two major approaches to the problem of placing the photoelectric reader under computer control. A Ferranti tape reader could be purchased and installed exactly as in other ll03 computers. This is the best, but most expensive solution.
The other possibility is to put the drive motor of the present ERA tape reader under computer control, and to have the photocells read into IOA (or IOB) rather than into the Q register. The only disadvantage to this inexpensive method is that a few inches of extra tape feed-out must be placed in the tape wherever it is to be stopped, since the ERA reader is not a fast start-stop device like the Ferranti reader. However, this method was used successfully with a similar ERA reader for several years on the Whirlwind computer at MIT, before the Ferranti readers were obtained." [p. 2] (The inexpensive method was chosen, and the WWI-1103 Input Translation program was forced to ensure the proper blank tape sections were present.)
The memo then continues with similar observations regarding the keyboard: "6. Flexowriter Input "To augment the Manual Intervention facilities mentioned above, it is suggested that the Flexowriter presently attached to the AFAC ll03 computer be connected to act as both a keyboard input and mechanical tape reader input device. This method is considered preferable to the purchase of special keyboard input devices at this time because, again, it should be very inexpensive, and will give considerably more flexibility than any commercially available keyboard of another type.
"An essential part of Manual Intervention Programming is that decimal (or octal, or English) information can be communicated directly to the computer.
In use, this system would use intervention switch settings to tell the program how to interpret the Flexowriter keyboard input at any given time.
"The mechanical tape reader probably could use the same circuitry as the keyboard and would be used to read control tapes (while data or program tapes are in the photoelectric tape reader) so that manual control will not be required for routine operation of the computer system, which will result in greater reliability.
"A comment contained in ll03 Newflash No. 15, December 7, 1955, seems to imply that the keyboard of the Flexowriter on the Ramo-Woolridge ll03 is already connected in this way, so that the required engineering may be already available.
The comment does seem to imply, however, that the 'directly connected typewriter' uses the Q register.
It is much better to use IOA (or IOB) for this purpose so that normal operation of the arithmetic element is not impaired. It is very possible that both the keyboard and mechanical reader could share a major portion, at least, of the circuitry connecting the photoelectric tape reader to IOA (or IOB), with resulting savings in engineering and hardware." [p. 3] It is interesting to me that even though I chide the engineers for their lack of vision, I suffered similar myopia regarding how to establish controls. I'm sure that it would not have taken significantly more programming to have an opening character or so to specify what type of information was on the tape, instead of using MIV switch settings.
This had, in fact, already been done for the logging of CS tapes on Whirlwind, after all, when Director Tapes were introduced.
Our "modern" views take time to evolve and develop, I guess. ) for formal forwarding to AFAC and our WADC sponsors. In that revision, which includes John's redesigns of Whirlwind drawings for Intervention, Activate, and Audible Alarm circuits, is a large fold-out drawing entitled "Keyboard Read In System, WWI", showing Lou Norcott, "Eng." and Larry Holmes, "Appd.", both dated "2-27-56" --with the hand-scribbled notation "see him [Norcott] or Doug R. O.K." The interesting surprise to me is that this shows that I already had been active during February, and probably before, working behind the scenes with the Whirlwind engineers to confirm feasibility and costs before sticking my neck out with formal suggestions. Therefore the actual fact is that I can't sort out which came first, my thoughts regarding the ll03 or Whirlwind.
My guess is that they surfaced almost together.
I.e. I knew general keyboard input was needed for Gestalt programming, but the fact that the ERA ll03 already had an on-line keyboard of some sort triggered me into action.
I first worked the idea out on the basis of Whirlwind, working with Larry Holmes, but the first actual writing was about the 1103.
Larry and I played the game to the hilt, for I also have a short interoffice memo from him to me, dated April 3, 1956 (Holmes 1956 ) which begins: "I received a copy of your Memorandum 7138-M-148.
The attached chart illustrates the five different plans that you might consider in the determination of a decision as to which installation you will request." An then goes on to conclude: "I Sense that it would probably be the middle of June before the chosen facility would be operational.
"If any additional information is required for your subsequent memorandum to management, I will be pleased to procure same."
Microprogramming for Whirlwind
It was not all that unusual that I was in close touch with the Whirlwind engineers, for another one of my on-the-side, recreational projects at that time concerned a plan I had to modify the internal logic of Whirlwind I to allow experimentation with microprogramming. This idea had come to me in the same spurt of inspiration when I studied the Lincoln-only, si-based innut-output lines that led to the original Director Tape proposal.
I discovered that not only was the mechanical tape reader still available (as I have already covered), but much more importantly that there was a whole additional flip-flop register, called PR --the program register --just sitting there, completely unused~
The PR had temporarily held the memory address for Electrostatic Storage operating and was no longer required for magnetic core memory.
It still had all the wiring that connected it to the WWI 8us, and had three outgates per digit! What a treasure trove! In those days of discrete components and tubes, flip-flops and gates were very expensive (several hundred dollars per bit), and here was all that gear, cut out of use by the modifications to the main machine, but all ready to be fixed up if I could find a use for it.
Of the papers I still have, the earliest date stamp I find is that of "Engineering File 
I h a d n ' t even g o t t e n an i n v i t a t i o n
to the seminar, but when I heard about it, I was welcomed, and went.
With a June 6, 1956 date stamp, I got pages of a typed transcript of the seminar from Frank Helwig which shows that at the last minute I had been squeezed into the program before Wheeler's second talk. As is usual for my oral speaking, the transcript is almost incomprehensible, but so is the extended ensuing discussion by others. my papers do include a complete outline of the report I intended to write, but never completed.
(A "to-do" list, buried in these papers starts with "Flexo keyboard memo -Fri; AFAC int sw. diagram; Pre-B-58 MIT meeting; Gestalt Raper to AFAC, etc.; mi-WWI memo" and a slew of other items, including "Numerical Control Personnel", so I'd guess the date was around May, 1956 when the outline was done.
The idea of the proposal was as follows: When you walked inside the bowels of Whirlwind, down one aisle was a mass of bare copper wires and boards of components, neatly arranged in a matrix.
First came five bare vertical wires, and then 32 long, horizontal, bare wires going down the length of the aisle.
These, in turn, overlaid 120 vertical bare copper wires, each of which terminated incircuitry boards arranged along the bottom, by the floor. There also were eight coaxial cables running horizontally, with one or another feeding each of the lower circuitry boards.
These cables carried one of eight time pulses, and the original five vertical wires supplied the 5-bit instruction code of the instruction now being executed. This was the Control Matrix of Whirlwind.
The neat thing was that soldered right there in front of you, at the various crossing points of the five vertical wires and the 32 horizontal wires, was a collection of germanium crystal diodes that spelled out the binary number system, so that each of the horizontal bare wires represented one of the 32 instructions of Whirlwind.
To understand what each instruction did, you had merely to similarly read the pattern of diodes soldered between its horizontal wire and the 120 vertical wires. The 120 vertical wires each selected one of the 120 CPO Units (Command Pulse Output gates) of Whirlwind, each of which could do some micro operation (such as clear the I/O Register, read from memory into the A Register, etc.) when its corresponding time pulse arrived. In a nutshell, my plan was to use the flip-flops and gate connections of the PR to dynamically compose instruction steps from a selection of the existing CPOs --as though a new horizontal line had variable diode connections to the CPOs.
The report outline indicates that I found a subset of 39 CPO micro operations that would be useful in various combinations.
My design allowed any number of them to be chained together on time pulses 6, 7, 8, and l, interspersed with memory addresses and I/O operations. Thus microcoded instructions of any length and complexity could be composed and executed, interspersed with standard Whirlwind instructions. As the outline says "Very fertile field for problems which can use micro-program in MIV Gestalt Programming."
The report was never written, however, and the change to Whirlwind was never actually proposed (I had in mind a big gang switch that would include or exclude the mi instruction in Whirlwind's repertoire) beca'~se when I programmed various test cases with microprogramming and then with ordinary Whirlwind programming, there was very little to be gained.
-me trouble was that Whirlwind was so closely designed (to save expensive gates, etc.) that the A Register formed an insurmountable bottleneck.
As the outline says ("md" is "multiply digits" --a masking operation): "Fundamental difficulty with present WW construction for this type of application since only entry to AC is thru AR so that usually AR is not indep, of AC. Also this necessitates use of more steps than really required since first must load AR before can work on AC. Also would be good to have a working operation built into circuitry to give effect of md's since in logical ops this is often fundamental but is lengthy #-op-wise or md-wise since another mi is necessary to get back to #-mode.
"Study of this report and independent investigation of this kind of approach to ~-prog is very instructive on problems involved. If more major changes in WW structure were acceptable might be able to obtain a useful gadget. Best bet, however, is to contrive basic idea of investigating t-computers by similation without changing WW." So my grand scheme for microprogrammed MIV and Gestalt Programming came to naught.
5.3
Keyboard Input for Whirlwind
The direct Flexowriter input for Whirlwind was built, however, and could be operated from either the E31 Console or from Test Control, as I had suggested.
The Second Quarter 1956 Whirlwind Progress Reports says: "Since 1954, the MIT Servomechanisms Laboratory has been using the WWI manual intervention and display equipment ~n the development of hirh-speed data reduction techniques.
In order for them to expand their research into computer applications, it was essential that more versatile manual inputs be made available on the WWI computer.
Besides requiring additional on-off switches, many of the new programs will be so complex and will require so many parameters that the only reliable way to instruct them will be to use specially designed mnemonic languages and translation programs.
In order to have this general language structure available on a manual intervention basis, it is necessary to have a keyboard such as a Flexowriter for direct input to the computer.
" Short program modifications and post-mortem requests can presently be inserted in the insertion registers. However, errors are easily made because the required vocabulary is awkward. A typewriter input facility would make available a normal mnemonic vocabulary for such purposes.
"3. Experimental use of a typewriter facility for direct operator control of the computer.
Here we would consider using the typewriter to replace the button-pushings required of the operator during normal operations.
Vocabulary similar to that of director tapes and performance requests would be devised for these purposes.
This could easily prove to be an extremely convenient and efficient method of computer Operation.
"'me new input installation will be available for use by 4 July 1956.
Much of the information to be inserted via the keyboard will be the same as is now introduced via a free running photoelectric tape reader usinb punched paper tapes.
The keyboard input will also be treated as a free running device, i.e., selection of the facility by the computer may be followed by an arbitrary number of read instructions, each of which reads the next character which has been struck on the keyboard.
The total equipment requirements amount to 15 relays and 20 tubes." [WW2056p63] My original M-148 proposal specified that "Since much of the information to be inserted via keyboard will be the same as is now on paper tape, it would be best to have the keyboard operate in a free running mode, i.e. an si selecting the keyboard may be followed by an Whirlwind Test Control Console (1/2/57) showing MIV panels for eomputer operation behind Photoeleetrie tape reader (PETR) and Flexowriter. Monitor (above) and eamera (below) output scopes are on right.
arbitrary number of rd's, each of which reads the next character which has been struck on the keyboard.
In this way, programs such as the entire CS system can be modified to accept keyboard rather than tape input merely by changing one or two si instructions." (Ross 1956d, p. 2] The existing Test Console Flexowriter was selected by one si, and another Flexowriter on a wheeled table plugged into the Room 222 E31 Console and was selected by a different si. We used it some with our SLURP developments, but Lincoln people didn't take advantage of it, to my knowledge.
While digging through my papers, much to my surprise I ran across a Division 2 Lincoln Lab memorandum dated February 2, 1959 (three years later) on "The Direct Flexowriter Keyboard Input System at Whirlwind I (Barta)" by C.F. Brackett in which I discovered that "A pushbutton on the direct output Flexo If this pushbutton is held depressed and the Flexo keyboard operated, the Flexo code for that character will be set up in the keyboard Input Relay Register where it will be available for later transfer to the In Out Register ... Since the keyboard Relay Register is cleared of old information during the read in of new information, the operator should normally wait until the indicators are extinguished before typing the next character." I never knew it had such a button. Maybe it was only on the Test Console Flexowriter.
If the Lincoln memo indicates what actually happened when my idea was passed through the Lincoln approval cycle (I never had occasion to use it myself, as I remember), no wonder that first installation was little used.
The button would force pick and peck typing! This equipment did, however, serve as the basis for later direct keyboard inputs to the IBM 704, 709, and then 7090 computers at MIT, which led to the initiation of time sharing.
5.4
The Charactron/MIV Console for the AFAC 1103
The Charactron/MIV console for the Eglin Field AFAC 1103 as finally proposed had two 36 bit Intervention Registers, one 8 bit Activate Register, one 36 bit Tndicator Light Register, a 7 bit MIV Flexo Register, and two Alarm Buzzers. ) John Ward and I supplied reworked Whirlwind drawings for all these items plus the Whirlwind drawings for the Ferranti PETR and manual tape winder at various tlmes. All of these were forwarded to Stromberg Carlson, San Diego who reworked the designs further and incorporated them with a 19" Charactron for viewing and a 7" Charactron with camera, in the final, delivered installation. John Walsh (one of my programmers, and still with SofTech) labored many months on an elaborate ll03 program for extendable, labelled plots of functions for the Charactron as a major part of the AFAC system. (Ross and Ward 1957) But AFAC programmers always were too short of time to do much elaborate MIV programming. The system was indeed used for the Pre-B-58 and B-58 tests, but I don't know any more about it than that. It's claim to fame really is that it was the first working work station explicitly designed for general purpose use.
MIT MIV for IBM Computers
In the Summer of 1956 preparations were well under way for the installation of the IPM 704 computer in the M.I.T. Computation Center. This also was the time that my Computer Applications Group was officially christened, as we acquired responsibility for the (then unnamed) APT Project in addition to our other projects.
~y first and second memorandam for the Group (Ross 1956g and i) techniques. This memorandum considers in more detail the reasons why it is felt that the Whirlwind I Computer must continue to be used, by describing the system of Whirlwind programs which are now being developed for this work, and then considering the modifications to the proposed IBM 704 system which would be required to make this type oT system possible using that computer." [p. l] Then, after a description of SLURP, it goes on: "The IBM 704 Computer "Aside from the large amount of programming which has already been completed, =it is apparent that SLURP is independent of the particular computer used, provided it has the appropriate input-output devices.
The manual intervention features of the system are central to the philosophy of the system, since without them it becomes merely another elaborate computer programming system. The true significance of the system is that it allows a programmer to conceive of a new method of solution and maintain his momentum and initiative on the problem, unencumbered by the restrictions of the coding system of the computer.
In other words, the programmer is permitted to program with programs, and 'program with ideas'. "It would be extremely desirable to have the larger storage capacity and longer word length of the 704 computer for use in SLURP. It already appears that the capacities of the Whirlwind Computer are being taxed by the size and complexity of SLURP. The present incomplete version contains approximately lO,O00 instructions in addition to the 20,000 or so in the comprehensive system, and to this figure must be added several thousand registers required for the storage of a satisfactory amount of Oata for the problem.
Since a laroe portion of the programming for SLURP consists of generating and interpreting coded information, the short word length of the Whirlwind Computer becomes awkward on occasion, and slows down the operating speed of the system due to increased complexities. "There appears to be some indication that there is some interest in applying this type of equipment to the 704.
The Servomechanisms Laboratory should be active in support of this thinking. Systems such as SLURP seem to be the next logical step in development of improved programming systems for modern computers.
The fact that work for Project DSR 6873 for the automatic programming for numerically controlled machine tools is being formulated and solved within the SLURP structure demonstrates that the philosophy of problem formulation and programming which is embodies [sic] in SLURP is by no means restricted to the type of military problems which have fostered its development and for which it is primarily at present intended. The possibility of detailed research into automatic process control and managerial business decisions should provide ample justification for the active consideration of these techniques as an integral part of the MIT Computation Center facility.
"Conclusions "It is felt that the problems presently being considered in the Servomechanisms Laboratory cannot be successfully solved without the use of SLURP so that until an equal facility becomes available elsewhere this work is committed to the Whirlwind Computer. It is felt also, however, that the concept of systems such as SLURP is a significant advance in the use of computers as data processing devices, and that active consideration should be given to this type of system as an addition to the facilities of the MIT Computation Center in the near future.
It would be necessary to expand the equipment planned for that facility to include manual intervention input devices and oscilloscope-type output devices in order to realize this type of system.
The experience gained from the use of this type of equipment in this application in the Servo Lab SLURP system, as well as the experience of the Sage system development, should provide an adequate foundation for the planning of a Computation Center facility of this type.
The potentialities of this type of a system as a research tool for experimentation in the newly unfolding area of general data processing are very great. R561114] , and the interesting note is that Wes Clark (then doing TX-O at Lincoln) suggested, in the discussion, "that the switches be programmed on the tube and thrown by means of a light pencil [sic] . In this way a programmer can do all of his own human engineering of switch layouts as well.
[We later called this "light buttons" (Ross and Ward 1961, p. 80) .I Slurp is already set up so it could do this operation merely by writing an appropriate Slurp program. Wes Clark would like to have several copies of the Gestalt paper and I will plan to take them out when we visit TX-O tomorrow." Also at the talk, Frank Verzuh (Director of the MIT Comp Center) "said he was interested in talking with me about getting this kind of facility for the Computation Center" [R561126-27] . And the next day "Gave a stack of Gestalt papers to Was Clark. He seems to be quite interested in what we are doing and there may be a possibility of pooling our interests if not our efforts in making TX-2 specifically designed for Slurp type of problem solving. Should plan to discuss this with him and his group in the near future." [R561128] We did collaborate on light pen design and improvement, under John Ward, after TX-O was moved to MIT (I heard it was scheduled to move on June 27, 1957 [R57627] ), but actual collaboration never took place.
Not much happened during 1957 on these ideas.
TX-O moved from Lincoln to ESL, with Earl Pugh in charge.
In September, Whirlwind "passed into Lincoln's hands" [R5794-9] and we continued our developments there and on the AFAC 1103, while doing APT work also on the 704. By year end "A summary-progress report for the mission director is scheduled ... [Writing about SLURP will serve to] explain the whole problem-solving philosophy which I have been evolving over the last several years.
[This will serve] as powerful ammunition for battling to keep Whirlwind going for a long time." [R57124-58019] .
I cover the Gestalt Programming to SLURP transition in the next section, briefly. A week after our long session I loaned John McCarthy "our information on the Stromberg Carlson [Convair] MIV equipment ... informed him of our present investigations and said .. perhaps he would be a good one to work on the automatic programming features since he has been working quite a lot on a super compiler with all sorts of logical statements, possible in it which may fit in well with the system we have been working on. We shall see."
[R5827] LISP was in the wind, and I was in the midst of APT, of course.
Again nothing happened regarding MIV equipment for months, although a talk I gave (on APT) at IBM Kingston Labs evoked brief interest on their part in scope input and MIV for their IBM 704.
[ R58815-20] In September, Dick Bennett (who then had a consultant company) was under contract to Lincoln to upgrade the Whirlwind Utility System, and he thought Frank Heart's group "also should be interested in being able to operate everything from the Room 222 console ... We also discussed ... putting things under direct typewriter control." [R58924] But most of Dick's plans were not carried out.
Even though the preparation for the APT press conference were pressing, I was concerned about the facilities for follow-on work, so in early January 1959 I said "Whirlwind definitely is going to close on June 30 and since it is poor politics to fight it at this time, we are going to go along with it, so that we have to find a substitute. My thought is that by combining TX-O and 704 we could have a really fancy facility since TX-O with its newly expanded memory, which is not in yet, of 8,000 This was the first public presentation of LISP by McCarthy, COMIT by Yngve, and "I talked for a short time on multimode control as applied to list searches, group control, and proposed a modified list structure which seems more appropriate to our design machine application." [R59416-511] This was my "reversed index registers" (as I later called it) method of general pointers and "n-component elements" of Plex Programming, (Ross 1961) which began what now is the field of abstract data types. Evidently A1 Newell made no presentation at MIT, but "On May 4, 5 and 6 I attended a conference on self organizing systems ... in Chicago.
[ I hope to be invited sometime in the future (though not too soon, for these papers are excruciating torture to write!) to contribute to the chronicling of those development, as well.
Any such future consideration of CAD work stations would have to begin with a mention of George Price's prescient article in the November 1956 issue of Fortune Magazine, (Price 1956 ) and since it, too, was a "first in the fifties", I must reference it here.
Going back again in time, in January 1957 I said "Bill Webster [Air Force contract monitor for APT] also had a copy of the article on a design machine which I had been told about in New York.
It's amazing the similarity between what is in that article and what was in my Gestalt paper and what we have been working on the past year or so.
He even has pushbutton language with sentences of the form that we are planning for our milling machine, and the computer drawing pictures of the part being designed on the scope just like our scope plot, etc.
I plan to write him a letter describing our work and enclose a copy of my paper and send a copy of this correspondence to the editor of Fortune and see what results.
I think it is quite interesting that we have been actually carrying out what in his article is merely a proposal which everybody feels very strongly isn't as wild as it seems.
Webster wanted to check with me that his impression that we were doing just what the article called for was correct, and I assured him that it was." [R57017-83
I finally got a library copy to read by January 25 [R570125] , and on February 6 wrote to Price, enclosing a Gestalt paper reprint, and describing our APT progress, then being issued as the first APT Interim Report. I then go on: "These routines provide the necessary mathematical structure around which a convenient human language can be built to make a complete automatic programming system. The detailed specification of this human language has not been attacked yet, but it will be the major focus point for the efforts of the group. The language will have specially designed features for description of surfaces and their interrelation, as well as for the instruction of the machine tool itself.
The form of the language will probably be similar to that which you propose for the design machine, and as outlined in my paper, although it will be a written language and not use push buttons initially [--used in the Gestalt paper and in Price's article] ... "Another important part of the language problem is the computer-to-human language, which we envision in two forms. First there will be the ability of the computer to 'talk back' to the human in the same type of language which the human uses, probably in a written form. The computer's language also will be of a pictorial form in which the computer will draw pictures for the human to check and work from in a way almost identical with your proposals in the FORTUNE article. A rudimentary routine of this sort has been in operation on the Whirlwind I Computer for several months now, which draws on the output oscilloscope of that computer arbitrarily positioned and scaled axonometric projections of the part being made. True perspective will be programmed later if it seems warranted.
At present the picture consists of the sequence of 'cut vectors' which are used to program the machine tool, but more elaborate schemes are planned.
At the present time the pictorial displays are photographed and no effort has been made to increase the speed of the program so that a cycled display can be viewed easily on the display tube itself. Memotron-type tubes are not presently installed on the Whirlwind Computer although they would be very desirable for this and other applications.
[The ARDS Display of Rob Stotz was the first such memory tube display (Ross and Ward 1961, pp. lO0-115) .] "The striking similarity between our work and the proposals of your FORTUNE article indicate that we have a number of very strong mutual interests and a similar approach to these problems.
Mr. William Webster of the Air Materiel Command, who is our project monitor, brdught your article to my attention and showed me a letter which you had written to him.
In that letter you mentioned a study which you made concerning a design machine using the IBM 704 computer as a major component.
I would very much appreciate a copy of this report if you have any available in order that we may know in more detail your ideas on this subject. We plan to transfer our work to the IBM 704 in the very near future.
"I look forward with anticipation to further correspondence with you on this most interesting subject." [C5726] A February 25 reply from Price enclosed a reprint of the FORTUNE article and his retyped "supplementary memo", but said he was changing jobs and moving, so he hadn't "been able to find the time to do more than take a quick glance a your two papers." [C57225] On May 13 he visited my home and we "talked for an hour or so ... but we never did get around to talking the same language or really discussing anything ... He has no technical training in this field." [R57513] But he certainly wrote an interesting article, and his Design Machine proposal surely was a first, including many features that later were used in actual CAD work stations.
As a side box [p. 153] about "The Author and His Machine" said: "Price began thinking about his Design Machine some ten years ago.
Could the Machine be built today?
One leading computer expert shown the proposal was skeptical. Price thereupon prepared a detailed supplementary memorandum demonstrating how an IBM 704 computer could be incorporated into a Design Machine, how a complex part could be described to the Machine, and how with the aid of certain auxiliary devices the Machine would display the part --in 3-D.
Computer experts at IBM pronounced the memorandum eminently sound.
The first skeptic conceded that Price had shown how the job might be done."
The main thrust of the article was "eight recipes for modernizing R. and D.," one of which was the Design Machine, and another to mechanize "reading" of technical literature for mechanized filing (with a reference to V. Bush and the Patent Office). Besides describing the pushbutton and joy stick preparation of stereoscopic pictures of parts and "invisible models --recorded in a magnetic memory," with "preparation of control tapes for guiding automatized machine tools," the article says "a single Machine might be shared among several companies scattered around the country, for a number of control stations can be in use simultaneously, with keyboard signals being briefly stored on magnetic tape, and the central computer switching from one station to another every few seconds." [p. 228] [ --an idea also promoted by Jay Forrester for Whirlwind, in 1948 (Redmond and Smith 1980, pp. 233, 234) .] Price's article was well ahead of its time.
Section 6 SYSTEM SOFTWAR£ As I said at the beginning, a final essential ingredient for a viable, general, PWS scheme is a systematized way to link the work station capabilities to the class of problems to be solved through some form of software framework.
As I have indicated, the earliest such framework, when Whirlwind had only 2K words of memory, .took the form of several programming principles, such as "store switch values in variables", the language design principles of the Gestalt Programming paper, and the rudiments of drum/ES storage management prompted by the Mistake Diagnosis Routine (MDR). But with the advent of core memory, and its expansion to 6K words, and with the growing sophistication of approach engendered by early efforts at MIV in the Evaluation Program, a truly systematized solution was the natural evolutionary step.
6.1
The Servo Lab Utility Routine Program
The first coherent expression of these ideas appeared in (Ross 1956h) [note --when APT work was just getting under way, as well], which said:
"After some experience with the integration of the manual intervention facilities into the previously fully automatic evaluation programs, by the Servomechanisms Laboratory, it was realized that the manual intervention features could be used as a direct aid to programming by incorporating a number of general-purpose utility routines into the system. Shortly thereafter, the new task concerning the investigation of the techniques and problems for an airborne mission director was undertaken.
Since detailed specifications on the mission director problem were not then available, and also since the committment of the evaluation studies to the B-58 program made progress in that direction imperative, it was decided that a worthwhile merging of these two interests could be achieved.
This was done by commencing the elaboration of the evaluation program on the Whirlwind computer into a general purpose problem-solving system combining the talents of the human programmer and the electronic computer for the solution of general computer problems. The result is a human-computer system which may be viewed either as an elaborate evaluation program, or as a prototype problem-solving program with the problem of evaluation of airborne fire-control systems as the motivating core. This memorandum stresses the latter viewpoint. [p. i] ... "The combined evaluation and problemsolving system which is the subject of this memorandum has been given the name, the Servo Lab Manual Intervention System (MIV System). The main feature which distinguishes this system from other computer programming systems is that all of the major facilities of the system are instantaneously available under manual intervention control. [p. 3] ... "The facilities of the MIV System may be grouped into three categories according to their primary function and motivation.
Some of the features are concerned with the problem itself (in the present ca~e the evaluation program). Other features are strictly of a utility nature having to do with input and output of data in various tabulated and graphical forms. The third category concerns features which arise almost entirely from the fact that a manual intervention system is being used and have primarily to do with reliability and ease of operation of the overall system.
The main features of each of these categories will be described in turn." [p. 3] Five more pages then detail the plans for what came to be called "SLURP", just nine days later, in the second Computer Applications Group memo, mentioned earlier. (Ross 1956i) The one-page summary of features, some of which were implemented only in later years, was: "The Servo Lab utility routine program (SLURP) is a system of Whirlwind Computer programs which combine the manual intervention features of that computer, with modern programming techniques, into a unique problemsolving system. SLURP includes all of the facilities of the Comprehensive System developed for the Whirlwind Computer by the Digital Computer Laboratory staff, plus a large number of general purpose routines for extracting and analyzing information about arbitrary computer programs.
The governing philosophy of the system is to allow the programmer to work on one small part of a very large and complicated problem, virtually independent of the computer which is being used and those aspects of the overall problem which are not of immediate concern. The major features of the system which make this possible are as follows: "1. A group control program which allows the automatic incorporation of new sections of programming into the system. "2. A manual intervention (MIV) system of programs which allow the programmer to interrogate and instruct the computer with respect to the overall problem in terms of a specially designed and easyto-use language represented by: switches, buttons, lights, and visual displays. "3. A logging program which records all of the MIV actions taken by the programmer. "4. An editing program which edits the logged information into an easy-to-read record of the manual actions taken, and generates a log playback tape. "5. A log playback program which automatically simulates manual actions in response to the instructions on the log playback tape. "6. An elaborate set of plotting and tabulating programs for data presentation and record keeping. "7. A mistake diagnosis routine (MDR) which may be used to abstract arbitrary intermediate computed quantities from any program and present these quantities in any of the above forms [including scope]. "8. The SLURP program proper which is a simulated, generalized, special-purpose computer which allows the incorporation of all of these routines into a smoothly functioning system, along with the capacity for continued expansion of these facilities." [p. )]
6.2
The SLURP Simulated Computer
The SLURP computer had many features that independently were discovered and incorporated into the Burroughs BSO00 computer (I was astounded to see the similarities when I first Hierarchic control of complex program action with generic MIV Box controls. Precussor to current mouse/menu control scheme.
read their manuals in the early 1960s). SLURP included built-in Group Control (memory pagina), the Memory Table  (virtual  addresses  for A unique feature of SLURP was its "multimode control element". (Ross 1958) As the definitive report on SLURP says: "The instruction repertoire of the SLURP computer contains no mathematical instructions but instead concentrates on a wide variety of a) jump instructions for transferring control from one sequence of instructions to another, and b) instructions which control selection and adjustment of input-output equipment. Individual flexowriter typewriter characters are included in the instruction repertoire and the execution of this type of instruction involves the reproduction of these characters on a selected output device.
A SLURP instruction may occupy an arbitrary number of Whirlwind registers. There are two binary digits called the A and C bits which are set aside in each instruction and are used to label individual instructions for execution in the various modes of the control element ...
"If the A bit is ONE and the C bit ZERO, the instruction will be executed when the control element is set to the A mode but will not be executed if the control element is set to the C mode [etc.]. All SLURP instructions (with the exception of a few jump instructions) are executed when the control element is set to the B mode, independent of the settings of the A and C bits. Since the mode of the control element may be set by jump instructions, the setting of the control element may be changed as often as necessary to accomplish a desired result ... "In addition to the return jump instruction for termination of a remember jump sequence, it is also possible to remember jump to a flexo phrase (any secuence of characters or words), and the occurrence of a stop character in that flexo phrase will act as a return jump under certain circumstances.
However, if that same flexo phrase is executed by encounterinq it in the normal sequence of operations (instead of by an entry via a remember jump), the stop character is ignored.
In this way a lendthy flexo phrase which contains useful subphrases or words may be extracted from the entire sequence by means of remember jump instructions." [pp. 3-82 to 3-84] This feature was used to have abbreviated labels for display and long labels for printouts, and the same technique gave complex behavior if the "words" were other instructions.
Our favorite test case THE SKUNK SAT ON THE STUMP THE SKUNK THUNK THE STUMP STUNK THE STUMP THUNK THE SKUNK STUNK took only 13 SLURP instructions including output device selection. [p. 3-85] SLURP packed a tremendous punch in very little space.
6.];
The MIV Box One of the most powerful features of MIV language design with SLURP was the MIV Box, a re-entrant subroutine that could be used in many places. [p. 3-127 to 3-137] The basic language idea was that "if the human does not like what is presently going on, he merely needs to remember to depress an appropriate exit button. The appropriateness of the two exit buttons can be given a universal meaning by referring to one as a major exit, and the other as a minor exit.
Then no matter what program is operating, if the human is unsure which of the two exit buttons to press, he may first try the minor exit and if that does not give the desired action, then pressing the major exit is guaranteed to work. ... It is not necessary to know beforehand all the possible actions which may be controlled by exit buttons if it can be established that those programs will operate on a hierarchy of actions. The major and minor exits can then be associated merely with a change in level within whatever hierarchy exists for a particular program. This uniformity of meaning of language is achieved by combining the MIV Dispatcher, the wait switch, the major and minor exit buttons, and one new switch, the 'cycle' switch." The example shows how only two more switches allowed many choices of control for selecting and plotting successive frames of a sequence of functions, as in the Evaluation Program.
One more switch could similarly specify console display only or off-line camera, as well, and the SLURP system would efficiently see to the details.
CONLCUSION
I hope that I have succeeded in defending my thesis that there were indeed some significant PWS firsts in the Fifties, even though only a tiny fraction of the computer resources that today are thought to be essential were then available.
The revolutionary evolution since those early days has indeed brought much greater sophistication and broader capabilities --including the all-important hardware, software, and systematized approach improvements which allow ubiquitous spread to all types of users. But don't sell the old days short.
Big ideas can come in small packages.
Maybe that's an idea we've lost track of in today's technology where we shrink things mechanically to make them smaller.
Maybe we need a sharper return to those earlier days when the only recourse was to think big things into their distilled essence --and make them work. 
